Clayton County Public Schools
Upgrades to HP Laptops

ProSys, Inc. Scores All Aces
With 54,000 students, the Clayton County Public Schools
have long provided first-rate education to children throughout
the Greater Atlanta region. However, it was the organization
itself that recently received a crash course on world-class
service delivery of IT equipment. Early in 2017, the institution’s
powers-that-be decided to revamp the computer systems at
all 65 locations. Serving young scholars from kindergarten all
the way to college-bound seniors, the schools were in dire
need of an IT upgrade.

CONTACT PROSYS TODAY AT 888-337-2626 TO UPGRADE TO NEW HP LAPTOPS.

“We were rolling out new initiatives, and knew we needed a significant
improvement with our laptops throughout our campuses,” explained Rod
Smith, the Executive Director of Technology. “It was not only time for our
normal refresh cycle, but we also were looking to preserve our budget. One of
our primary objectives was to consolidate our IT processes to improve
efficiency, cut costs, and increase our manageability.”
However, searching for an ideal provider of the equipment integration was
hardly a unpleasant task. In other words, it took little time for school
administrators to agree upon a poised and proven winner. “We’d worked with
ProSys Information Systems in the past and were always extremely impressed,”
Smith recalled. “And so deciding upon them was really a no-brainer.”

A Superior Solution
When it came to employing ProSys, Inc. for the large-scale
implementation, the benefits proved both plentiful and profound. With its
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840 laptops throughout the 65 school locations. Aside from ensuring
quality integrations, the team at ProSys, Inc. also offered a rare
cohesiveness with both partner and client alike.
“We were very pleased that they had such a solid partnership with the
vendors,” said Smith. “The line of communication was always open with
the folks at HP.” In addition, the ProSys staff created a welcoming
environment at the schools. “They were very approachable and
communicative with our people,” added Smith, “and in working
with our internal stakeholders to uphold the solution.”
Ultimately, the campaign was a booming success, as the HP laptops now
equip schools with best-in-class performance, flexibility, and security.
Conversely, the schools’ elite technology setup comes with the highest
accolades to the experts as “ProSys brought so much to the table,”
added Smith. “They addressed our every need with great care and
attention. Their sublime customer service was highly instrumental in our
decision to go with them.

CONTACT PROSYS TODAY AT 888-337-2626
TO UPGRADE TO NEW HP LAPTOPS.
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